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ABSTRACT: We have demonstrated the growth of asymmetric ordered Si3N4 nanodendrites via the catalyst-assisted pyrolysis of a polymeric
precursor. The growth of the unique structure is due to the usage of a co-catalyst composed of a Fe-Al mixture. First, Si3N4 stems grow at
an early stage via a gas-solid process with Al being the catalyst. Fe is then selectively deposited on the negatively charged (01j0) surface
of the Si3N4 stem to form catalytic droplets which promote the growth of the ordered nanowire branches. The novel nanostructures could
be useful for the fabrication of nanodevices and nanocomposites. The principle demonstrated here is applicable for synthesizing ordered
branched nanodendrites in other material systems.

Recently, extensive research efforts have been focused on
controlling the morphology, structure, and crystallinity of one-
dimensional (1D) nanostructures because these parameters have a
profound effect on the properties and applications of the materials.1

However, synthesis of nanostructures with controlled shapes/
structures is not trivial. A promising approach to obtain nanostruc-
tures with unique morphologies and structures is a self-assembling
process.2 The driving forces for the self-assembly process can be
van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding,3 and surface energies.4

Self-assembly can also be achieved via surfactant assisted pro-
cesses,5 by taking advantage of the surface charge of small particles6

and lattice mismatch.7 For ionic crystals, oppositely charged ions
produce polar surfaces, which results in a divergence in the surface
energies. Such surface polarities have been used as a driving force
for the self-assembly of unique nanostructures such as asymmetric
nanocantilevels,8 nanorings,9 and nanohelices.10

Silicon nitride is an important material with a set of excellent
thermo-mechanical properties and chemical inertness.11 The mate-
rial exhibits a wide bandgap of 5.0 eV at room temperature.12 Si3N4

has been considered as an excellent host material, in which midgap
levels can be introduced by proper doping to tailor its electronic
and optical properties.13 Because of these unique properties and
potential applications in nanotechnology, 1D Si3N4 structures have
been extensively explored.14 In previous studies on the catalyst-
assisted pyrolysis of polymeric precursors, we demonstrated that
the nanowires/nanobelts were grown when the Fe-containing
catalyst was used via a solid-liquid-gas-solid (SLGS) process.15

In this communication, we report the synthesis of asymmetric Si3N4

nanodendrites by using a Fe-Al mixture as the co-catalyst. The
obtained product exhibits a unique structure with ultralong ordered
branches, which grow on only one side of the stem, which is
different from most of the reported work in
which the branches usually grew symmetrically on the stem. We
find that the surface termination is a key factor for determining the
asymmetric growth of the nanodendrites.

The asymmetric Si3N4 nanodendrites are synthesized via a
catalyst-assisted pyrolysis of a polymeric precursor using a mixture
of Al and Fe powders as the catalyst. The precursor is obtained by
reaction of commercially available liquid-phased polyureameth-
ylvinylsilazane (Ceraset, Kion Corporation, USA) and aluminum

isopropoxide powder (AIP, Beijing Bei Hua Fine Chemicals
Company, Beijing, China) at the weight ratio of Ceraset-to-AIP )
2:1 using the procedure described previously.16 The obtained liquid-
phased polyaluminasilazane is solidified by heat-treatment at 260
°C for 0.5 h in N2. The solid is crushed into a fine powder by high-
energy ball milling for 24 h. 3 wt% of the metal mixture, which
contains Al and Fe (both are 99.99% analytical purity, Beijing Bei
Hua Fine Chemicals Company, Beijing, China) powders at the
weight ratio of 1:1, is added during the milling. The mixture of the
precursor and catalyst powders is pyrolyzed in a furnace of a
graphite resistance under flowing ultrahigh purity nitrogen at 1350
°C for 2 h followed by furnace-cool to ambient temperature. The
obtained products are characterized using field emission scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-6301F, JEOL, Japan), and high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, JEOL-2011,
Japan) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).

Figure 1 shows typical SEM images of the as-synthesized sample
at different magnifications. The most surprising feature of the
product is that the branches only grew on one surface of the stem,
to form a unique asymmetric dendrite structure. The branches are
very long, up to several tens of microns (Figure 1b,c). The ultralong
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Figure 1. (a-d) Typical SEM images of the Si3N4 nanodendrites at
different magnifications showing their overall and detail morphologies.
The inset of (d) is the enlargement of the selected area; the arrowheads
indicate catalytic droplets at the root of each branch.
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branches could be useful as connecting cables for nanodevices or
as three-dimensional reinforcements for nanocomposites. The wire-
shaped branches are very uniform in size with a diameter of ∼50
nm and uniformly separated from each other by ∼50 nm (Figure
1d). Closer observation shows that catalytic droplets exist at the
roots of the branches (as indicated by arrows in the inset of Figure
1d), suggesting the branches grew via the SLGS process.15

The structure of the asymmetric nanodendrites has been further
analyzed by TEM. Figure 2a is a low magnification TEM image
of the nanodendrite with the surface that is opposite to the branch-
growing surface facing the observer. The nanodendrite survives the
severe ultrasonic treatment during TEM sample preparation and
maintains its integrity, suggesting that the stem and branches are
strongly bonded together. Figure 2, panels b and c are HRTEM
images of the stem and branch, respectively. Both stem and branch
exhibit smooth and clean surfaces without amorphous layers. The
lattice spacing of 0.67 nm measured for both the stem and branch
corresponds to the (100) planes of R-Si3N4. The corresponding select
area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns (the insets of Figure 2b,c)
are identical over the entire stem and branch, indicating that both
of them are single crystal in nature. The HRTEM and SAED show
that the stem grows along [100]; the branch grows on the (01j0)
surface of the stem along [101]. A schematic model on the
corresponding crystallographic facets/direction is given in Figure
2d. The crystalline orientations of the stem and branch suggest that
they are not one crystal, which is because the growth of branches
is via the SLGS mechanism, instead of epitaxial growth on the
stem.

Figure 3a is a low magnification TEM image of a typical stem
formed at an early growth stage, which is typically found in the
products obtained at very short pyrolysis time (∼20 min) by
stopping the process when the branches have not grown yet. Dark
spots, which are uniformly distributed, are observed on its (01j0)
surface (indicated by the white arrowheads in Figure 3a), but not
on other surfaces. Energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) analysis
reveals that the spots contain Fe, as well as Al and Si. These spots
are apparently the catalytic droplets from which the branches will
grow in the later stages. Consequently, the growth of the asymmetric
nanodendrites is through a VS + SLGS process. VS and SLGS
mechanisms are common mechanisms for the growth of 1D
nanostructures. The VS mechanism is that the raw materials are
first vaporized into gaseous phase(s); then the gaseous phase(s) was/

were condensed to form the nanomaterials. The SLGS mechanism
was proposed by the current authors to explain the growth of Si3N4

nanostructures via catalyst-assisted pyrolysis of polymer precursors,
in which the precursors were first reacted with the catalyst (such
as Fe) to form Fe-Si-C catalytic droplets; then the supersaturated
droplets reacted with N from the gas phases and raw materials to
form Si3N4.15 At the early stage of the current process, Si3N4 belt-
shaped stems were first formed via a VS process, which consisted
of the results when Al powders were used separately as the catalysts
for the growth of the nanobelts, since products were only obtained
on the walls of the alumina crucible and no catalyst droplets on
both tips and roots of the belts were observed. The VS process is
a fast process and the nanobelts can be formed in a relatively short
time. Fe vapor was then selectively deposited on the (01j0) surface
of the nanobelts which then reacted with the belts to form the
catalytic droplets. Finally, the nanobranches were grown from
the catalytic droplets via a SLGS mechanism.15 The growth
of the nanowire branch is due to the small liquid droplet formed
from the deposited Fe atoms on the stem and limits the earlier stage
growth of the nuclei along the width and thickness direction by
size confining effects; thus nanowires instead of nanobelts were
formed.15 Here, we would like to point out that the successful
synthesis of the nanodendrites lies in the use of the co-catalyst of
Fe and Al. Only nanowires/nanobelts, instead of the nanodendrites,
were obtained when they were used separately. The usage of the
co-catalyst kinetically separates the growth stages of the stems and
the branches, leading to a self-assembly process for the growth of
the nanodendrites.

It is clear that the formation of the asymmetric nanodendrites is
because the catalytic droplets can form only on the (01j0) surface
of the stem. The selective deposition of the catalytic droplets on
the (01j0) surface of the stem is a direct result of the difference
between the surface terminations of Si3N4 (Figure 3b,c). R-Si3N4

has a hexagonal structure and its (010) and (01j0) surfaces are
terminated with Si and N and are thus positively and negatively
charged, respectively (Figure 3b). Meanwhile, the (001) and (001j)
planes are both terminated with Si and N of equal numbers, and
are electrically neutral (Figure 3c). The vapor of the catalytic
elements, which is ionized to possess positive charges,17 is attracted
by the negatively charged (01j0) surface to selectively deposit and
form catalytic droplets on the surface.

In summary, we have demonstrated the growth of asymmetric
ordered Si3N4 nanodendrites via the catalyst-assisted pyrolysis of
a polymeric precursor. The nanodendrites are composed of plate-
like stems and ultralong, fine wire-like branches of up to tens of
microns long and a uniform size of ∼50 nm. The unique usage of
the Fe-Al mixture as the cocatalyst leads to a novel self-assembly
process, in which the stems were grown first via the VS process
with Al being the catalyst; the Fe was then selectively deposited

Figure 2. (a) TEM image of a Si3N4 nanodendrite. (b, c) HRTEM
images of the stem and branch of the nanodendrite recorded from the
areas A and B as marked in (a), respectively. The insets of (b) and (c)
are the typical SAED patterns of the stem and branch, respectively.
(d) Schematic model of branches grown on the (01j0) side of the
preformed stem.

Figure 3. (a) A TEM image of a stem obtained in the early growth
stage where the branches have not grown yet. (b, c) Structural models
of R-Si3N4 viewed from [001] and [010], respectively.
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on the negatively charged (01j0) surface of the stem which resulted
in the asymmetric growth of nanobranches. The obtained nano-
structures could be useful in the fabrication of nanodevices and
nanocomposites. The reported technique provides a novel and facile
method to fabricate the ordered branched nanodendrites.
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